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INTRO

Linguistic Theory ⇔ Modeling 

Linguistic Theory ⇒ Modeling: Increasingly realistic assumptions
 Hidden Structure & Ambiguity
 Quantitative Patterns & Generalizations

Methodological advancements
 Enhanced modeling capabilities
 Novel empirical connections

 Richer learning data: Corpora
 Richer assessment data: Behavioral Data

Modeling ⇒ Theory
 Contents of LAD (biases, built-in knowledge) – much recent work
 Comparing theories & analyses – not much work yet
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EMBRACING AMBIGUITY

Inconsistency
 Noise & Errors
 Exceptions
 Quantitative Generalizations
 Free variation, gradient phonotactics, patterned exceptionality

Hidden Structure
 Prosodic structure (feet, syllables, autosegmental structure…)
 Underlying representations
 Segmentation (morphemes, words)
 Derivational Ordering
 Rules & Constraints
 Exceptionality (Classes)
 …
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EMBRACING AMBIGUITY

Ambiguity ⇒ Uncertainty
Uncertainty ⇒ Decisions
 What do learners do when there are multiple options?

Balancing and Integrating conflicting pressures
 Generalize or memorize?
 Where to attribute generalizations?
 Accumulating knowledge in the face of ambiguity

Understanding how learners do this, examine
 Generalizing
 like humans from 
 finite sample of imperfect, ambiguous, gappy data
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OUTLINE

Ambiguity Test Case I: Exceptionality
 Generalization vs. memorization

Tackling Ambiguity: Expectation Driven Learning
 Combining Linguistic Theory + statistical inference + incremental learning
 General approach
 Applications & Results

Ambiguity Test Case II: Opacity
 Modeling: learning biases
 Experiment: human biases
 More Modeling+Experiment: Comparing theoretical assumptions
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EMBRACING AMBIGUITY I: PATTERNED 
EXCEPTIONALITY

Patterned Exceptionality (Lexicalized Variation)
 Learners extend statistical trends to novel forms gradiently
 Individual words/morphemes exhibit fixed behavior
 Zuraw 2000, 2010, Ernestus & Baayen 2003, Hayes & Londe 2006, Becker et al 

2011, Gouskova & Becker 2013, 

 Lexical propensities (Linzen et al. 2013, Jurgec 2016, Zymet 2018)

Example: Hungarian Vowel Harmony (Hayes & Londe 2006)
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statistically match the proportions found in the lexicon. For instance,
about 7.8% of the monosyllabic N stems in the Google data are hı́d stems,
taking back harmony. In the wug experiment, 6.3% of our consultants
interpreted [hi:!] and [!i:S] as if they were hı́d stems, attaching [-nOk]. By
way of comparison, NN stems are very seldom of the hı́d type (0.2% in the
Google survey), and none of our consultants produced back harmony for
either of our NN stems [zEfe:t] and [pEtle:r].

The height and count effects found in the Google survey for BN and
BNN stems also emerged in the subject responses for the wug experiment.
As can be seen in Fig. 5, the lower the final stem vowel, the more front
responses we obtained; and we obtained more front responses for BNN
than for BN.

We verified the height and count effects statistically with a repeated-
measures analysis of variance (ANOVA). There were two factors: Height
(three levels: High, Mid and Low) and Count (two levels: BN and
BNN). The analysis showed significant main effects for both Height
(F(1.964, 320.203)=431.446, pY0.0001)7 and Count (F(1, 163)=370.862,
pY0.0001).

The interaction of Height and Count was also significant (F(1.762,
287.229)=113.554, pY0.0001). This arises because there is a larger height
effect for BN than for BNN (or to put it differently, there is a larger count
effect for higher vowels). In “5.6, we will see that this interaction can be
naturally modelled with constraint ranking in a stochastic OT framework.

To check the height and count effects in fine detail, we performed two-
tailed paired t-tests on all logically adjacent categories in the data: {Bi/Be:,
Be:/BE, BNi/BNe:, BNe:/BNE}, along with {Bi/BNi, Be:/BNe:, BE/BNE}.
All comparisons were statistically significant (p=0.003 for BNe:/BNE ;
pY0.0001 for all others); thus the height effect comprises both a high/mid
effect and a mid/low effect, in both BN and BNN stems, and there is also a
count effect at all three heights.

Figure 5
Wug-test data compared with Google data.
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7 Where applicable, we employed the Huynh-Feldt correction for sphericity, which
reduces the degrees of freedom.

72 Bruce Hayes and Zsuzsa Cziráky Londe



EMBRACING AMBIGUITY I: PATTERNED 
EXCEPTIONALITY

Modeling Challenges
 Learners treat known and novel items qualitatively differently
 Requires quantitative sensitivity
 Decision about where patterns should be attributed

Decisions & Trade-offs
 Should pattern be attributed to grammar or lexicon?
 Which data should each component explain?
 How do we ensure models generalize at all?
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GENERALIZING FROM EXCEPTIONS:
THREE HYPOTHESES

Threshold
 Regularization (e.g. Hudson Kam & Newport 2005), Past tense debate (e.g. Pinker & 

Prince 1988)
 Yang’s Tolerance Principle (2016)

Frequency Matching
 Gradient Phonotactics, Lexicalized and Free Variation 
 Proposed as a Law in Hayes et al. (2009)
 Most work on lexicalized variation manually enforces this assumption (cf Zymet 2018)

Soft Threshold
 Generalizations in experiments are often skewed toward majority pattern
 Predictions of MaxEnt models of exceptionality learning (Moore-Cantwell & Pater 

2016, Hughto et al 2019, O’Hara 2020)
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GENERALIZING FROM EXCEPTIONS:
THREE HYPOTHESES

Ambiguity: should learner attribute pattern to grammar or lexicon?
 How are these components balanced?

Threshold
 Grammar for regular pattern
 Lexicon/Memorization for (limited number of) exceptions

Frequency Matching
 Grammar & Lexicon for all

Soft Threshold
 Mixture
 ‘Regular’ pattern more strongly encoded in grammar
 ‘Exceptions’ more memorized, less strongly encoded in grammar
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DIFFERENTIATING PREDICTIONS

Predictions of Soft Threshold

10

known forms which should not undergo vowel dele-
tion are slightly more likely to.

The most striking trend is the convergence of
nonce form behavior with the behavior of non-
deleting forms. In the Lexical language, two pre-
fixes, and thus two-thirds of the data, categorically
do not undergo deletion with CC-stems. As dis-
cussed in §3.3, these proportions make multiple
ways of encoding exceptionality available to the
model. When the prior is weak, the model encodes
exceptionality in a distributed way, and its predicted
deletion rate for novel forms is intermediate between
the deleting and non-deleting forms in the training
data. When the prior is strong, however, the learner
is forced to set more weights to zero, and the non-
deleting forms in the learning data are more easily
accommodated by the general constraint weights.
This leads the learner to designate one of the pre-
fixes as exceptional and to generalize to novel forms
on the basis of the non-deleting prefixes. Thus, with
a stronger prior, there is more pressure on the learner
to over-extend the more general pattern in the data.

This pattern is clear when we examine the learned
weights. Table (5) reports the weights learned with
C set to 0.5 and 30. With C set low, the learner as-
signs weight to the exceptionally deleting prefix as
well as the non-deleting prefixes. With C set high,
the learner only assigns weight to the exceptional
prefix, picking it out as exceptional.

C = 0.5 C = 30

*C
C

C

M
A

X

A
L

IG
N

*C
C

C

M
A

X

A
L

IG
N

General Wts 5.3 0.0 4.8 2.4 0.0 0.01
Except. Prefix 0.0 0.0 7.1 0.0 0.0 4.8
Reg. Prefixes 6.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Stems 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Table 5: Lexical weights and mean scales, C = 0.5 and 30

4.2 Effect of exceptionality

Following Moore-Cantwell and Pater (2016), this
section reports the effect of varying the proportion
of exceptional forms in the training data on nonce
form predictions. To test this, we started with the
Categorical language, in which prefix vowels always
delete with C-stems but never delete with CC-stems,
and then created data sets which increased the per-

centage of CC-stems that trigger deletion of the pre-
fix vowel by 10% increments, forming a total of 11
data sets (with deletion rates of 0%, 10%, . . . , 90%,
100%). In these simulations, epochs were increased
up to 80000 (we found this to be necessary to guar-
antee convergence for languages with pervasive ex-
ceptionality and weaker priors).
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Figure 2: Probability of deletion with CC-stems by percentage
of deletion-triggering CC-stems in the training data

Figure (2) plots the probability of deletion as a
function of the percentage of triggering CC-stems
in the training data. To show how the strength of
the prior interacts with the rate of exceptionality in
the data, we show curves for three settings of the
prior parameter (C = 0.1, 0.5, 1.0). The patterns are
qualitatively similar for all three settings, with closer
fit to the data for weaker priors. As the percentage of
triggering CC-stems in the training data increases,
the probability of deleting the prefix vowel before
any CC-stem increases. For trained stems, the prob-
ability of deleting with a non-triggering stem is al-
ways much lower than the probability of deleting
with a triggering stem, with rates closer to categor-
ical for lower C values. The rate of exceptionality
affects learning of both the majority and minority
patterns: the more extreme the imbalance, the more
poorly the minority pattern is learned and the more
categorically the majority pattern is learned.

The behavior of nonce forms mirrors the behav-
ior of non-triggering stems when they form a ma-

Soft Threshold: Hughto, Lamont, Prickett, & Jarosz 2019



DIFFERENTIATING PREDICTIONS

Concrete Predictions
 Soft Threshold (pictured)
 Frequency Matching (y = x)
 Threshold (step function)

Planned Experiment
 Joint work with Baird, Lamont, Nelson, 

Prickett
 Testing human learners’ generalization 

from artificial languages
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known forms which should not undergo vowel dele-
tion are slightly more likely to.

The most striking trend is the convergence of
nonce form behavior with the behavior of non-
deleting forms. In the Lexical language, two pre-
fixes, and thus two-thirds of the data, categorically
do not undergo deletion with CC-stems. As dis-
cussed in §3.3, these proportions make multiple
ways of encoding exceptionality available to the
model. When the prior is weak, the model encodes
exceptionality in a distributed way, and its predicted
deletion rate for novel forms is intermediate between
the deleting and non-deleting forms in the training
data. When the prior is strong, however, the learner
is forced to set more weights to zero, and the non-
deleting forms in the learning data are more easily
accommodated by the general constraint weights.
This leads the learner to designate one of the pre-
fixes as exceptional and to generalize to novel forms
on the basis of the non-deleting prefixes. Thus, with
a stronger prior, there is more pressure on the learner
to over-extend the more general pattern in the data.

This pattern is clear when we examine the learned
weights. Table (5) reports the weights learned with
C set to 0.5 and 30. With C set low, the learner as-
signs weight to the exceptionally deleting prefix as
well as the non-deleting prefixes. With C set high,
the learner only assigns weight to the exceptional
prefix, picking it out as exceptional.
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General Wts 5.3 0.0 4.8 2.4 0.0 0.01
Except. Prefix 0.0 0.0 7.1 0.0 0.0 4.8
Reg. Prefixes 6.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Stems 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Table 5: Lexical weights and mean scales, C = 0.5 and 30

4.2 Effect of exceptionality

Following Moore-Cantwell and Pater (2016), this
section reports the effect of varying the proportion
of exceptional forms in the training data on nonce
form predictions. To test this, we started with the
Categorical language, in which prefix vowels always
delete with C-stems but never delete with CC-stems,
and then created data sets which increased the per-

centage of CC-stems that trigger deletion of the pre-
fix vowel by 10% increments, forming a total of 11
data sets (with deletion rates of 0%, 10%, . . . , 90%,
100%). In these simulations, epochs were increased
up to 80000 (we found this to be necessary to guar-
antee convergence for languages with pervasive ex-
ceptionality and weaker priors).
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Figure 2: Probability of deletion with CC-stems by percentage
of deletion-triggering CC-stems in the training data

Figure (2) plots the probability of deletion as a
function of the percentage of triggering CC-stems
in the training data. To show how the strength of
the prior interacts with the rate of exceptionality in
the data, we show curves for three settings of the
prior parameter (C = 0.1, 0.5, 1.0). The patterns are
qualitatively similar for all three settings, with closer
fit to the data for weaker priors. As the percentage of
triggering CC-stems in the training data increases,
the probability of deleting the prefix vowel before
any CC-stem increases. For trained stems, the prob-
ability of deleting with a non-triggering stem is al-
ways much lower than the probability of deleting
with a triggering stem, with rates closer to categor-
ical for lower C values. The rate of exceptionality
affects learning of both the majority and minority
patterns: the more extreme the imbalance, the more
poorly the minority pattern is learned and the more
categorically the majority pattern is learned.

The behavior of nonce forms mirrors the behav-
ior of non-triggering stems when they form a ma-

Soft Threshold: Hughto, Lamont, Prickett, & Jarosz 2019



EMBRACING AMBIGUITY II: HIDDEN 
STRUCTURE
Combining linguistic theory with principles of machine learning: more 
successful, more robust learning models of
 Prosodic structure with constraints and parameters

 Tesar & Smolensky 1998, 2000, Jarosz 2013, 2015, 2016, Boersma & Pater 2016, Nazarov & Jarosz 
2017, Jarosz & Nazarov 2019

 Underlying representations 
 Jarosz 2006, 2015, Pater et al. 2012, Cotterell et al. 2015, Rasin & Katzir 2016

 Derivations
 Jarosz 2016, Staubs & Pater 2016, Nazarov & Pater 2017, Rasin et al. 2018

 Exceptionality
 Nazarov 2016, Moore-Cantwell & Pater 2016, Hughto et al 2019

 Rules & Constraints
 Hayes & Wilson 2008, Calamaro & Jarosz 2015, Rasin et al. 2015, Rasin & Katzir 2016, Wilson & 

Gallagher 2018

 Hidden syntactic structure with constraints and parameters
 Joint work in progress
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NOTHING IS CERTAIN, BUT STATISTICAL 
INFERENCE CAN HELP
Learning datum: [tɛˈlɛfɔn]
Ambiguous
 Right-aligned Trochee: [tɛ(ˈlɛfɔn)] 
 Left-aligned Iamb: [(tɛˈlɛ)fɔn] 

But this is not lack of information!
 Prior beliefs: Right-aligned > Left-aligned

 Trochaic > Iambic

 Prior beliefs: Left-aligned > Right-aligned
 Iambic > Trochaic

Preferences among categorical hypotheses are gradient
 The stronger the prior beliefs, the stronger the inferences

Knowledge accumulates despite uncertainty
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EXPECTATION DRIVEN LEARNING (EDL)
(JAROSZ 2015)

EDL
 General approach for hidden structure, variation & ambiguity
 Requirements: Probabilistic generation from discrete parameters
 Hidden structure is irrelevant to the learner

Applications
 OT & underlying representations (Jarosz 2015)

 Stress parameters (Nazarov & Jarosz 2016, Jarosz & Nazarov 2017, in prep)

 HS & Opacity (Jarosz 2016, Prickett 2020, Prickett & Jarosz in prep)

 Stratal OT & URs (with Prickett, Nazarov, Bermudez-Otero)

 Syntactic parameters (Prickett, Holladay, Hucklebridge, Nelson, Bhatt, Jarosz, 
Johnson, Nazarov and Pater)



EXPECTATION DRIVEN LEARNING (EDL)
(JAROSZ 2015)

Software (console & GUI versions)
 https://github.com/gajajarosz/hidden-structure
 Jarosz, Anderson, Lamont, & Prickett (2018)

GLA (Boersma 1997)

 Stochastic OT (Boersma 1997) or Noisy HG (Boersma & Pater 2016)
 RIP (Tesar & Smolensky 1998, Boersma 2003) or RRIP (Jarosz 2013) or 
EIP (Jarosz 2013)

 EDL
 Batch or online
 Parallel OT or Harmonic Serialism
 Grammar and/or UR learning

https://github.com/gajajarosz/hidden-structure


LEARNING PARAMETERS
(NAZAROV & JAROSZ 2017 / IN PREP)

Chomsky (1981): Principles and Parameters
 UG: universals (principles) and finite choices (parameters)
 Language learner’s task: find settings of parameters

Applied to stress systems (Dresher and Kaye 1990; Hayes 1995)
 UG
 Directionality: L-to-R or R-to-L? 
 Foot form: Trochee or Iamb?
 Extrametricality: Yes: Right

 Learning s ˌs s ˈs s
 (s ˌs)(s ˈs) s ⇒ Left, Iambs…
 s (ˌs s)(ˈs s) ⇒ Right, Trochees…
 <s> (ˌs s)(ˈs s) ⇒ Ext. L, Trochees…
 (s ˌs)(s ˈs)<s> ⇒ Ext. R, Right, Iambs…
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P&P LEARNING: DOMAIN SPECIFIC?

Learners in OT are domain-general (have no specific knowledge of 
grammar)
 Only refers to match/mismatch with the data
 Learning procedure is independent of particular constraints

For Principles and Parameters, previous work argues/assumes domain-
specific mechanisms are necessary (e.g., Dresher and Kaye 1990, 
Pearl 2007, 2011)
 Cues
 Parameter ordering
 Parameter defaults
 Learning procedure is specific to particular parameters

Nazarov & Jarosz 2017: do we need to such strong UG in P&P?



NPL (YANG 2002)

Stochastic parameter grammar

Online learning update rule

For each data point, stochastically select settings to 
generate a stress pattern

 If match (observed = predicted), reward all parameter settings utilized 
(punish all other settings)

 If mismatch (observed ≠ predicted), punish all parameter settings utilized 
(reward all other settings)



EDPL (NAZAROV & JAROSZ 2017)

Minicourse will cover mathematical motivations

Expectation Driven Parameter Learner (EDPL)
 Same stochastic grammar
 Same online update rule
 Separate update for each parameter, parameters rewarded in proportion to their 

probability

Algorithm
 For each parameter
 Temporarily set to 0, sample and count matches
 Temporarily set to 1, sample and count matches
 Compute update based on relative success in matching and current parameter 

setting probabilities
 Apply update

19



STRESS TYPOLOGY TESTS

All 280 unique stress systems possible in Dresher and Kaye 
(1990) generated
 Presented on 1080 words of 3 to 6 syllables
 Every possible combination of CV, CVC, CVV syllables

 All words equally likely to occur

For each systems, NPL (batch size = 0, 5, 10) and EDPL 
run 10 times
 No biases: all parameters start out unset (0.5)
 Learning rate = 0.1
 NPL: maximum of 10,000,000 iterations
 EDPL: maximum of 100,000 iterations (r = 50)

20



EDPL NPL no batch NPL batch=5 NPL batch=10

# of runs that converge 94.7% 0.8% 6.3% 5.3%

# of stress systems that
converge on ≥1 run 95.7% 1.1% 8.9% 8.6%

# of stress systems that 
converge on all 10 runs 92.1% 0.7% 3.6% 4.3%

Median # of 
iterations/data points 
till convergence

200 200,000 70,000 4,100

RESULTS EXAMPLE: PARAMETERS

More accurate!

Faster!

Applying principles of statistical inference to learning of parameter setting 
(Nazarov & Jarosz 2017, Jarosz & Nazarov 2019)



PARAMETERS DISCUSSION

Take-home Points
 Probability useful for learning (categorical) patterns
 Updates must be mathematically principled
 Insights from machine learning / NLP

 These can be computed efficiently and incrementally

Many other interesting questions (Nazarov & Jarosz in prep)
 No support for domain-specific learning mechanisms
 Cues (Dresher and Kaye 1990, Pearl 2007, 2011), Triggers (Gibson 

& Wexler 1994)…
 Which languages are not learned reliably?
 How does input distribution affect learning?
 How do theoretical assumptions affect learning predictions?



NEW CONNECTIONS

Hidden Structure + Corpus/Exp Data
 Models can do this now!
 Compare predictions of representationally rich theories on corpus data 

representative of linguistic experience and evaluate on experimental 
data learning and generalization
 Provide novel sources of evidence for long-standing theoretical 

debates
 Evidence
 Gradual learning curves
 Soft learning biases
 Generalization

Case Study: Opacity!
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OPACITY OVERVIEW

Modeling: Possible source of posited biases?  (Jarosz 
2016)
 EDL predicts learning biases when learning serial generalizations

Experiment: Artificial Language Learning (Prickett 2020)
 People exhibit same biases

Modeling + Experiment: (in progress work with Prickett)
 Tease apart and test predictions of different analyses

24



LEARNING PROCESS INTERACTIONS
(JAROSZ 2016)

Which rule interactions are more ‘natural’?
 Maximal utilization (Kiparsky 1968)
 Feeding & counterbleeding ≻ bleeding & counterfeeding

 Transparency (Kiparsky 1971)
 Bleeding & feeding ≻ counterbleeding & counterfeeding

Kiparsky: these principles are grammar internal
 “The hypothesis which I want to propose is that opacity of rules adds to the 

cost of the grammar” (Kiparsky 1971: 614)
 “If … are hard to learn, the theory will have to reflect this formally by 

making them expensive” (Kiparsky 1971: 581)

Question: Could these principles be derived?
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LEARNING PROCESS INTERACTIONS
(JAROSZ 2016)

26

• Modeling Process Interactions
• EDL for Harmonic Serialism
• Serial Markedness Reduction (SMR; Jarosz 2014)

• Minimal UG & Learning Assumptions
• No ranking more ‘marked’ or more ’complex’ than any other
• Some rankings produce opaque, some transparent interactions
• Constraints start out ‘tied’ – no initial bias toward any ranking

• No built-in biases in UG
• Model is sensitive to frequency
• learns frequent, less ambiguous patterns more quickly



LEARNING PROCESS INTERACTIONS
(JAROSZ 2016)

a. Deletion b. Palatalization c. Bleeding d. Feeding
UR /su-a / /si/ /si-a/ /su-i/
Deletion sa � sa si
Palatalization � ʃi � ʃi
SR [sa] [ʃi] [sa] [ʃi]
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• Simple learning system
• Two processes

• V → ∅ / ___V
• s → ʃ / ___i

• Four possible interactions

a. Deletion b. Palatalization c. Counterbleeding d. Counterfeeding
UR /su-a/ /si/ /si-a/ /su-i/
Palatalization � ʃi ʃia �
Deletion sa � ʃa si
SR [sa] [ʃi] [ʃa] [si]



LEARNING PROCESS INTERACTIONS
(JAROSZ 2016)
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• Four ‘Languages’ – 1 for each interaction
• Deletion
• Palatalization
• One interaction

• Varied
• Relative Frequency of interacting context (HI, UNI, LO)

1
Bleeding

2
Feeding

3
Counterbleeding

4
Counterfeeding

Deletion sua→sa sua→sa sua→sa sua→sa
Palatalization si→ʃi si→ʃi si→ʃi si→ʃi
Interaction sia→sa sai→ʃi sia→ʃa sai→si

lo uni hi lo uni hi lo uni hi lo uni hi



RESULTS: TIME TO CONVERGENCE
(JAROSZ 2016)

LO: transparent were easier to learn (Kiparsky 1971)
HI: maximally utilized were easier to learn (Kiparsky 1968)
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RESULTS: TIME TO CONVERGENCE
(JAROSZ 2016)

LO: interaction is rare => learning of opaque interaction is slow
HI: palatalization is rare => learning of palatalization is slow
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INTERACTIONS DISCUSSION

Basic UG + statistical learning => emergent biases
 More abundant & unambiguous evidence => faster learning

Detangle learning biases from UG

Modeling connects UG and language change
 Novel prediction about effect of input frequency
 Novel prediction about re-ordering v. rule-loss
 Transparency ⇔ re-ordering
 Maximal utilization ⇔ rule loss
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GRADUAL LEARNING (PRICKETT 2020)

Both Biases predicted in Uniform Condition
 Utilization bias for palatalization context
 Transparency bias for interacting context

32



EDL PREDICTIONS: PALATALIZATION

P(/si/ -> [ʃi])

F, CB require palatalization

B ambiguous

CF surface exception

33
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Figure 2. Average accuracy in palatalizing trials for the EDL model across iterations in a forced-choice 
task. Results are broken down by pattern type. White area behind the lines shows standard error of the 
mean, calculated over all datapoints in each condition. Vertical line at the 7th iteration shows where 
KL-divergence between human accuracies and the model’s accuracies was lowest. 

 

 

Figure 3. Average accuracy in interacting trials for the EDL model across iterations in a forced-choice 
task. Results are broken down by pattern type. White area behind the lines shows standard error of the 
mean, calculated over all datapoints in each condition. Vertical line at the 7th iteration shows where 
KL-divergence between human accuracies and the model’s accuracies was lowest. 

To determine which iteration of the EDL model’s results matched the human data best, I treated both the 
human and model accuracies as probability distributions over the correct mappings in each condition. I then 
measured the difference between these two probability distributions using Kullback-Liebler divergence 14 

 

(KL-divergence; Kullback, 1997). After performing this measure, I found that the 7th iteration (shown with 
a vertical, dashed line in Figures 2 and 3) had the lowest KL-divergence (0.0038). The results from this 
iteration are shown in Figure 4, with the palatalizing and interacting accuracies side-by-side for comparison. 

 

Figure 4. Average accuracy for the EDL model at the iteration that best matched the human data 
(iteration 7), broken down by pattern type and trial type. Error bars show standard error of the mean, 
calculated over all datapoints in each condition. A lack of error bars represents SEM measurements that 
are too small to be seen in the figure.  

Breaking down the learner’s results by trial type shows that even when the learning data is not skewed 
in the way that Jarosz (2016a) did, the learner shows Transparency and MaxUtil Biases in the relevant parts 
of the language. Specifically, the model performs better on interacting forms in the transparent languages 
(bleeding and feeding) and better on palatizing forms in the maximally utilizing languages (feeding and 
counterbleeding). These trends directly mirror the experiment results presented in §5.1.  

These results show that even when presented with unbiased data, the EDL model shows the same kind 
of biases as human learners, without these biases needing to be externally added to the model. Instead, the 
biases arise from the learning process itself. Specifically, a MaxUtil Bias emerges in the model’s accuracy 
for palatalizing forms, because to accurately produce those forms, the model must correctly rank the *ti 
constraint over IDENT. In the feeding and counterbleeding languages, palatalizing and interacting forms 
both provide unambiguous data to support this ranking. In counterfeeding languages, interacting forms 
provide evidence that’s ambiguous between the ranking IDENT>>*ti and SM(*ti,*VV)>>*ti>>IDENT. 
Bleeding languages have similarly ambiguous data—with interacting forms supporting rankings of 
IDENT>>*ti as well as the correct ranking of *ti>> IDENT. This ambiguity in the model’s training data 
causes it to take longer to learn that particular ranking, lowering its average accuracy on palatalizing trials. 

A Transparency Bias arises for interacting forms because less evidence exists for the ranking of SM 
constraints than for the ranking of the markedness and faithfulness constraints. Since palatalizing, faithful, 
and deleting forms don’t require the SM constraints to be correctly ranked, a Transparency Bias does not 
exist for these forms. However, for the model to correctly produce interacting forms in the counterbleeding 
and counterfeeding languages, the crucial SM constraints must be ranked above IDENT and *ti, respectively. 
Since the interacting forms are the only evidence the model has for these SM constraints’ correct rankings, 



EDL PREDICTIONS: INTERACTION

P(correct mapping for /sia/ or /sai/)

B > F > CB

B/CF misleading early success
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Figure 2. Average accuracy in palatalizing trials for the EDL model across iterations in a forced-choice 
task. Results are broken down by pattern type. White area behind the lines shows standard error of the 
mean, calculated over all datapoints in each condition. Vertical line at the 7th iteration shows where 
KL-divergence between human accuracies and the model’s accuracies was lowest. 

 

 

Figure 3. Average accuracy in interacting trials for the EDL model across iterations in a forced-choice 
task. Results are broken down by pattern type. White area behind the lines shows standard error of the 
mean, calculated over all datapoints in each condition. Vertical line at the 7th iteration shows where 
KL-divergence between human accuracies and the model’s accuracies was lowest. 

To determine which iteration of the EDL model’s results matched the human data best, I treated both the 
human and model accuracies as probability distributions over the correct mappings in each condition. I then 
measured the difference between these two probability distributions using Kullback-Liebler divergence 
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(KL-divergence; Kullback, 1997). After performing this measure, I found that the 7th iteration (shown with 
a vertical, dashed line in Figures 2 and 3) had the lowest KL-divergence (0.0038). The results from this 
iteration are shown in Figure 4, with the palatalizing and interacting accuracies side-by-side for comparison. 

 

Figure 4. Average accuracy for the EDL model at the iteration that best matched the human data 
(iteration 7), broken down by pattern type and trial type. Error bars show standard error of the mean, 
calculated over all datapoints in each condition. A lack of error bars represents SEM measurements that 
are too small to be seen in the figure.  

Breaking down the learner’s results by trial type shows that even when the learning data is not skewed 
in the way that Jarosz (2016a) did, the learner shows Transparency and MaxUtil Biases in the relevant parts 
of the language. Specifically, the model performs better on interacting forms in the transparent languages 
(bleeding and feeding) and better on palatizing forms in the maximally utilizing languages (feeding and 
counterbleeding). These trends directly mirror the experiment results presented in §5.1.  

These results show that even when presented with unbiased data, the EDL model shows the same kind 
of biases as human learners, without these biases needing to be externally added to the model. Instead, the 
biases arise from the learning process itself. Specifically, a MaxUtil Bias emerges in the model’s accuracy 
for palatalizing forms, because to accurately produce those forms, the model must correctly rank the *ti 
constraint over IDENT. In the feeding and counterbleeding languages, palatalizing and interacting forms 
both provide unambiguous data to support this ranking. In counterfeeding languages, interacting forms 
provide evidence that’s ambiguous between the ranking IDENT>>*ti and SM(*ti,*VV)>>*ti>>IDENT. 
Bleeding languages have similarly ambiguous data—with interacting forms supporting rankings of 
IDENT>>*ti as well as the correct ranking of *ti>> IDENT. This ambiguity in the model’s training data 
causes it to take longer to learn that particular ranking, lowering its average accuracy on palatalizing trials. 

A Transparency Bias arises for interacting forms because less evidence exists for the ranking of SM 
constraints than for the ranking of the markedness and faithfulness constraints. Since palatalizing, faithful, 
and deleting forms don’t require the SM constraints to be correctly ranked, a Transparency Bias does not 
exist for these forms. However, for the model to correctly produce interacting forms in the counterbleeding 
and counterfeeding languages, the crucial SM constraints must be ranked above IDENT and *ti, respectively. 
Since the interacting forms are the only evidence the model has for these SM constraints’ correct rankings, 



LINKING HYPOTHESES: GRADUAL 
LEARNING (PRICKETT 2020)

Artificial Language Learning Study
 Between-Subjects: 4 ‘languages’ / interaction types
 Participants learning ‘alien language’ 
 two processes: diminutive and plural

 Generalization of processes to novel stems
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PRICKETT (2020)

Pre-training phase
 Lexical (dog vs. cat)
 Plural (lock vs. locks)
 Diminutive (statue vs. statuette)

Training phase
 Actually ‘test’ with random guess at first
 18 t-final stems, 18 k-final stems
 Affixes: -i or -a (counterbalanced)
 36 stems x 3 contexts (plural, diminutive, both)
 Trial begins with singular and prompts for inflected form
 Feedback afterwards

Test phase
 36 new stems
 Same procedure except no feedback
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All three affixed forms for 36 of the stems appeared in training and all three forms for the remaining 36 
appeared in testing. Within each phase, the trial in which each form appeared was randomized. Since the 
stems in training and testing were completely different, participants had to use a generalized process in 
testing, rather than memorizing how individual words behaved. 

Table 2. Choices Presented to Participants in Each Trial Type and Language  
Faithful Deleting Palatalizing Interacting 

Bleeding 
    

/UR/ /t+a/ /k+i+a/ /t+i/ /t+i+a/ 
[correct SR] (incorrect SR) [ta] (tʃa) [ka] (kia) [tʃi] (ti) [ta] (tʃa) 

Feeding 
    

/UR/ /t+a/ /k+a+i/ /t+i/ /t+a+i/ 
[correct SR] (incorrect SR) [ta] (tʃa) [ki] (kai) [tʃi] (ti) [tʃi] (ti) 

Counterbleeding 
    

/UR/ /t+a/ /k+i+a/ /t+i/ /t+i+a/ 
[correct SR] (incorrect SR) [ta] (tʃa) [ka] (kia) [tʃi] (ti) [tʃa] (ta) 

Counterfeeding 
    

/UR/ /t+a/ /k+a+i/ /t+i/ /t+a+i/ 
[correct SR] (incorrect SR) [ta] (tʃa) [ki] (kai) [tʃi] (ti) [ti] (tʃi) 

 

At the end of the experiment, participants answered a small number of demographic and debriefing 
questions, such as “How did you approach the learning task?” and “When were you born?”.   

5. Results 

5.1. Accuracy in the Testing Phase 
Figure 1 illustrates participants’ accuracy in the testing phase, organized by trial type and then by language.  

 

Figure 1. Average percent correct in testing, by pattern type and trial type. See Table 1 for explanations 
of each trial type. Error bars show 95% confidence intervals calculated over all datapoints in each 
condition. 

When tested on interacting forms, participants in the bleeding and feeding conditions performed best, with 
participants in the two opaque languages doing significantly worse. This is the pattern predicted by a 
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(KL-divergence; Kullback, 1997). After performing this measure, I found that the 7th iteration (shown with 
a vertical, dashed line in Figures 2 and 3) had the lowest KL-divergence (0.0038). The results from this 
iteration are shown in Figure 4, with the palatalizing and interacting accuracies side-by-side for comparison. 

 

Figure 4. Average accuracy for the EDL model at the iteration that best matched the human data 
(iteration 7), broken down by pattern type and trial type. Error bars show standard error of the mean, 
calculated over all datapoints in each condition. A lack of error bars represents SEM measurements that 
are too small to be seen in the figure.  

Breaking down the learner’s results by trial type shows that even when the learning data is not skewed 
in the way that Jarosz (2016a) did, the learner shows Transparency and MaxUtil Biases in the relevant parts 
of the language. Specifically, the model performs better on interacting forms in the transparent languages 
(bleeding and feeding) and better on palatizing forms in the maximally utilizing languages (feeding and 
counterbleeding). These trends directly mirror the experiment results presented in §5.1.  

These results show that even when presented with unbiased data, the EDL model shows the same kind 
of biases as human learners, without these biases needing to be externally added to the model. Instead, the 
biases arise from the learning process itself. Specifically, a MaxUtil Bias emerges in the model’s accuracy 
for palatalizing forms, because to accurately produce those forms, the model must correctly rank the *ti 
constraint over IDENT. In the feeding and counterbleeding languages, palatalizing and interacting forms 
both provide unambiguous data to support this ranking. In counterfeeding languages, interacting forms 
provide evidence that’s ambiguous between the ranking IDENT>>*ti and SM(*ti,*VV)>>*ti>>IDENT. 
Bleeding languages have similarly ambiguous data—with interacting forms supporting rankings of 
IDENT>>*ti as well as the correct ranking of *ti>> IDENT. This ambiguity in the model’s training data 
causes it to take longer to learn that particular ranking, lowering its average accuracy on palatalizing trials. 

A Transparency Bias arises for interacting forms because less evidence exists for the ranking of SM 
constraints than for the ranking of the markedness and faithfulness constraints. Since palatalizing, faithful, 
and deleting forms don’t require the SM constraints to be correctly ranked, a Transparency Bias does not 
exist for these forms. However, for the model to correctly produce interacting forms in the counterbleeding 
and counterfeeding languages, the crucial SM constraints must be ranked above IDENT and *ti, respectively. 
Since the interacting forms are the only evidence the model has for these SM constraints’ correct rankings, 

Model

Humans



ONGOING WORK (WITH PRICKETT)

Model/Experiment assumed derivational opacity
 What about other analyses?

Lots of debate about analysis of opaque patterns
 Can they be re-analyzed in parallel?
 Are they productive?

Can we differentiate predictions of these analyses for learning?

Hypotheses
 Derivational opacity
 HS+SMR
 Stratal OT

 Parallel OT
 Exceptionality
 (also Deep Neural Nets)
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HARMONY & PALATALIZATION

 Two processes
 [-low] → [!high] / [!high]C ___
 s → ʃ / ___i
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Testing Theories of Phonological Opacity 

0. Roadmap 
a. There are four different kinds of languages we’re interested in: bleeding, feeding, 

counterbleeding, and counterfeeding. 
b. There are five different theories we’re testing that each make different predictions about 

how humans learn/generalize these four languages. 
c. We’re going to test these predictions using an artificial language learning experiment.  

1. Introduction 
a. Phonological processes (which we’ll call rules, for simplicity) can interact with one 

another and sometimes these interactions cause opacity. 
b. The way in which two rules interact depends on: 

i. The relative ordering that they’re applied in. 
ii. The underlying form that they’re applied to. 

c. For these experiments, we’re using a hypothetical interaction between a palatalization 
rule and vowel harmony rule as our test case. 

i. Rule-based Descriptions: 
 

• /s/→[ʃ]/_[+High, +Front]                 
“/s/ palatalizes before /i,ɪ/” 
 

• [+Front]→[αHigh]/[αHigh, +Front]C_      
“Front vowels progressively harmonize for [High]” 
 

ii. Example derivations: 

Palatalizing Raising  Lowering 

Underlying Representation /asi/  /ike/  /eki/ 
Harmony Rule   -  iki  eke 
Palatalization Rule  aʃi  -  - 
Surface Representation  [aʃi]  [iki]  [eke] 

d. These two processes can cause all four of the main interaction types (bleeding, feeding, 
counterbleeding, and counterfeeding), depending both on their relative ordering and what 
kind of UR’s a language contains. 

i. Transparent ordering: 
    Bleeding  Feeding   
Underlying Representation /esi/   /ise/ 
Harmony Rule   ese   isi 
Palatalization Rule  -   iʃi 
Surface Representation  [ese]   [iʃi] 
 

ii. Opaque ordering: 
    Counterbleeding Counterfeeding  
Underlying Representation /esi/   /ise/ 
Palatalization Rule  eʃi   - 
Harmony Rule   eʃe   isi 
Surface Representation  [eʃe]   [isi] 



HARMONY & PALATALIZATION

 Two processes
 [-low] → [!high] / [!high]C ___
 s → ʃ / ___i
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Testing Theories of Phonological Opacity 

0. Roadmap 
a. There are four different kinds of languages we’re interested in: bleeding, feeding, 

counterbleeding, and counterfeeding. 
b. There are five different theories we’re testing that each make different predictions about 

how humans learn/generalize these four languages. 
c. We’re going to test these predictions using an artificial language learning experiment.  

1. Introduction 
a. Phonological processes (which we’ll call rules, for simplicity) can interact with one 

another and sometimes these interactions cause opacity. 
b. The way in which two rules interact depends on: 

i. The relative ordering that they’re applied in. 
ii. The underlying form that they’re applied to. 

c. For these experiments, we’re using a hypothetical interaction between a palatalization 
rule and vowel harmony rule as our test case. 

i. Rule-based Descriptions: 
 

• /s/→[ʃ]/_[+High, +Front]                 
“/s/ palatalizes before /i,ɪ/” 
 

• [+Front]→[αHigh]/[αHigh, +Front]C_      
“Front vowels progressively harmonize for [High]” 
 

ii. Example derivations: 

Palatalizing Raising  Lowering 

Underlying Representation /asi/  /ike/  /eki/ 
Harmony Rule   -  iki  eke 
Palatalization Rule  aʃi  -  - 
Surface Representation  [aʃi]  [iki]  [eke] 

d. These two processes can cause all four of the main interaction types (bleeding, feeding, 
counterbleeding, and counterfeeding), depending both on their relative ordering and what 
kind of UR’s a language contains. 

i. Transparent ordering: 
    Bleeding  Feeding   
Underlying Representation /esi/   /ise/ 
Harmony Rule   ese   isi 
Palatalization Rule  -   iʃi 
Surface Representation  [ese]   [iʃi] 
 

ii. Opaque ordering: 
    Counterbleeding Counterfeeding  
Underlying Representation /esi/   /ise/ 
Palatalization Rule  eʃi   - 
Harmony Rule   eʃe   isi 
Surface Representation  [eʃe]   [isi] 



ANALYSIS DETAILS

All analyses
 Agree
 *si
 Ident[hi]
 Ident[ant]

Stratal OT
 Two strata

HS+SMR
 SM(Agree, *si)
 SM(*si, Agree)

Parallel OT
 *[s]/i/
 *[s]/ɪ/
 *[ʃ]/e/
 *[ʃ]/ɛ/

Exceptionality
 Indexed versions of each constraint for 

each suffix
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DIFFERENTIATE THEORIES’ PREDICTIONS

Examined predictions for
 Accuracy in palatalization context (utilization?)
 Accuracy in interaction context (transparency?)
 Generalization to novel affixes (grammar or exceptionality?)
 Generalization to novel interaction

All of these predictions are quantitative/gradient

42



STRATAL OT
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Transparency! Utilization!



STRATAL OT
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Transparent! Transparent!

Transparent, 
then Opaque!

Transparent 
Preferred!



SUMMARY OF MODEL PREDICTIONS
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Predictions for learning rate on trained suffixes and trained interaction

Predictions for generalization

Palatalization Interaction

Derivation (Stratal OT) Utilization bias Transparency bias

Derivation (HS) Utilization bias Transparency bias

Parallel OT Utilization bias Utilization bias

Exceptionality Utilization bias Transparency bias

Novel Morphemes Novel Interaction

Derivation (Stratal OT) Same as trained It’s complicated

Derivation (HS) Same as trained It’s complicated

Parallel OT Same as trained It’s complicated

Exceptionality CF becomes F It’s complicated



SUMMARY PREDICTIONS FOR NOVEL 
INTERACTION
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Bleeding Feeding Counterbleeding Counterfeeding

Derivation (Stratal OT) Transparent Transparent Transparent Opaque

Derivation (HS) Transparent Transparent Faithful Transparent

Exceptionality Transparent Opaque Opaque Opaque

Parallel OT Transparent Opaque Transparent Opaque



NEXT STEPS

Artificial Language Learning Experiment to test predictions
 Replicate with novel process interaction (palatalization & deletion)
 Accuracy in palatalization and interaction conditions
 Generalization to novel affixes
 Generalization to novel interaction
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NEXT NEXT STEPS

Test predictions in natural languages
Canadian Raising
 Positional contrast (Pater 2014) or opacity (Idsardi 2006)?

 Polish Raising
 Exceptionality (Sanders 2001) or Opacity (Bethin 1978, Kenstowicz & 

Kisseberth 1979)?

 Dutch Voicing
 Abstract URs

 Polish Yers
 Everything
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CONCLUSIONS

Modeling Developments
 Ambiguity is pervasive – embrace it!
 Statistical inference is crucial even for learning categorical patterns
 Lots of insights/principles from ML/NLP
 Updates must be mathematically principled

 ML/NLP principles can be applied to linguistically sophisticated 
representations and to cognitive learning models

New connections to theory
 Differentiate predictions for different theoretical assumptions
 Gradual learning
 Generalization
 Language change

 Novel sources of evidence for long-standing theoretical debates
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THANK YOU
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iii. Crucially, if a UR is /esi/, it’s going to produce either a counterbleeding or 

bleeding interaction. If it’s /ise/, it’ll be either counterfeeding or feeding. 
• Exposure to UR’s like these will be something we manipulate in the 

experiment. 
e. There are number of theories that you can use to analyze these opaque interactions: 

i. Rule-based approaches (Chomsky & Halle, 1968) represent opacity as orderings 
of rules that bleed, feed, counterbleed, or counterfeed one another.  

ii. Harmonic Serialism (McCarthy, 2000) with Serial Markedness Reduction 
(Jarosz, 2014) captures opacity by forcing the grammar to satisfy markedness 
constraints in a particular order. 

iii. Stratal OT (Kiparsky, 2000) works similarly to (i)—but rules are replaced with 
serially ordered, independently ranked, constraint-based grammars. 

iv. Words undergoing opaque alternations could also be encoded in the lexicon as 
exceptions (Sanders, 2003) using Indexed Constraints. 

v. More vanilla OT approaches can also represent opacity using constraints that 
reference both UR’s and SR’s (e.g. *[s]/i/), which we’ll call UR+SR Constraints. 

f. We’ve implemented (ii-v) and trained them with Expectation Driven Learning (Jarosz, 
2015). There are four kinds of results that we looked at from these simulations: 

i. Accuracy on palatalizing forms: that is, for forms like /asi/, where only 
palatalization applies, how accurate are participants? 

ii. Accuracy on trained interaction: that is, for forms like /esi/ or /ise/, where both 
rules apply, how accurate are participants on the mapping that they were trained 
on? 

iii. Generalization to novel interaction: since the interaction type depends on which 
underlying form (UR) is provided as input to the grammar, we can train 
participants on one kind of UR and see how they generalize to forms that result 
in a different kind of interaction. 

iv. Generalization to novel affixes (trained interaction): since Indexed Constraints 
encode opaque forms as lexical exceptions, this theory predicts no generalization 
to novel lexemes. 

2. Design 
a. We’ve divided all of the possible underlying forms into six different categories—each 

participant will be trained on five of the six. 

Label Underlying Forms Purpose 

Non-Harmonizing Faithful Forms /ak+e/, /ak+ε/, /ak+i/, /ak+ɪ/ Demonstrates the context in which 
vowel height is not changed. 

Non-Palatalizing Faithful Forms /as+e/, /as+ε/, /εs+e/, /es+ε/ Demonstrate the context in which 
/s/ is not changed to [ʃ] 

Harmonizing Forms /εk+i/, /ek+ɪ/, /ɪk+e/, /ik+ε/ Demonstrates the context in which 
vowel harmony happens 

Palatalizing Forms /is+ɪ/, /ɪs+i/, /as+i/, /as+ɪ/ Demonstrates the context in which 
palatalization happens 

Interacting Forms 
(Bleeding/Counterbleeding) /es+i/, /εs+ɪ/, /es+ɪ/, /εs+i/ Demonstrates how interacting 

forms behave for B/CB 
Interacting Forms 

(Feeding/Counterfeeding) /is+e/, /ɪs+ε/, /ɪs+e/, /is+ε/ Demonstrates how interacting 
forms behave for F/CF 
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b. The three segment sequences above won’t be the entire stimulus, they’re just our 
segments of interest. 

i. For our full stimuli, we’ll be using noun stems that are randomly paired with a 
picture that represents their meaning and follow the template (bolded items 
indicate segments of interest): 

 

{m, n, l, ɹ, b, d, g}a{m, n, l, ɹ, b, d, g}{a, ε, ɪ, e, i}{s, k} 
 

ii. These stems will combine with locative suffixes that mean “to the left of”, “to the 
right of”, “above”, “below”, and “in front of”. These will follow the template: 

 

{ε, ɪ, e, i}{b, f, tʃ, g} 
 

iii. Irrelevant material in the stem (i.e. the first three segments) will be 
counterbalanced to ensure no meaningful patterns exist there. 

c. In training, participants are exposed to forms in the four non-interacting categories above, 
as well as the appropriate interacting forms for the language condition they’re assigned to 
(Bleeding, Feeding, Counterbleeding, or Counterfeeding). 

i. This exposure involves showing each person the stem of a word (that is identical 
to its underlying form), providing them with a forced choice on how to attach an 
affix to that stem, and giving them feedback on their choice. 

Stimulus Label Bare Stem 
Example 

Affix UR  
(not shown to participants) Choices (bold=correct) 

Interacting forms [males] /if/ [males+if] vs. [maleʃ+ef] 
Non-Harmonizing 

Faithful Forms [malak] /eb/ [malak+eb] vs. [malak+ib] 

Non-Palatalizing 
Faithful Forms [malas] /eb/ [malas+eb] vs. [malaʃ+eb] 

Harmonizing 
Forms [malek] /if/ [malek+if] vs. [malekef] 

Palatalizing 
Forms [malas] /if/ [malasif] vs. [malaʃif] 

 

ii. Stems are never repeated in the experiment, so that all patterns must either be 
phonological or indexed to the individual affixes. 
 

d. In the testing phase, we ask them to make a number of judgments meant to measure their 
accuracy on three kinds of stimuli: 

 Kind of interaction? Meant to test? 
Novel stems+old affixes Same as training Accuracies 

Novel stems+old affixes Novel Generalization to novel 
interaction types 

Novel stems+novel affixes Same as training Generalization to novel 
affixes 
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b. The three segment sequences above won’t be the entire stimulus, they’re just our 
segments of interest. 

i. For our full stimuli, we’ll be using noun stems that are randomly paired with a 
picture that represents their meaning and follow the template (bolded items 
indicate segments of interest): 

 

{m, n, l, ɹ, b, d, g}a{m, n, l, ɹ, b, d, g}{a, ε, ɪ, e, i}{s, k} 
 

ii. These stems will combine with locative suffixes that mean “to the left of”, “to the 
right of”, “above”, “below”, and “in front of”. These will follow the template: 

 

{ε, ɪ, e, i}{b, f, tʃ, g} 
 

iii. Irrelevant material in the stem (i.e. the first three segments) will be 
counterbalanced to ensure no meaningful patterns exist there. 

c. In training, participants are exposed to forms in the four non-interacting categories above, 
as well as the appropriate interacting forms for the language condition they’re assigned to 
(Bleeding, Feeding, Counterbleeding, or Counterfeeding). 

i. This exposure involves showing each person the stem of a word (that is identical 
to its underlying form), providing them with a forced choice on how to attach an 
affix to that stem, and giving them feedback on their choice. 

Stimulus Label Bare Stem 
Example 

Affix UR  
(not shown to participants) Choices (bold=correct) 

Interacting forms [males] /if/ [males+if] vs. [maleʃ+ef] 
Non-Harmonizing 

Faithful Forms [malak] /eb/ [malak+eb] vs. [malak+ib] 

Non-Palatalizing 
Faithful Forms [malas] /eb/ [malas+eb] vs. [malaʃ+eb] 

Harmonizing 
Forms [malek] /if/ [malek+if] vs. [malekef] 

Palatalizing 
Forms [malas] /if/ [malasif] vs. [malaʃif] 

 

ii. Stems are never repeated in the experiment, so that all patterns must either be 
phonological or indexed to the individual affixes. 
 

d. In the testing phase, we ask them to make a number of judgments meant to measure their 
accuracy on three kinds of stimuli: 

 Kind of interaction? Meant to test? 
Novel stems+old affixes Same as training Accuracies 

Novel stems+old affixes Novel Generalization to novel 
interaction types 

Novel stems+novel affixes Same as training Generalization to novel 
affixes 

 

 


